
As an educator, my goal is to lead students who are completely independent performers, both

creatively and technically. Equally, I am passionate about teaching my students to understand how to

navigate today’s ever-changing world with professional development assets necessary to create a

meaningful, sustainable life in music after school. 

Technical proficiency begets musical freedom. In order to be creatively independent as a clarinet

player, one must first master the instrument. In the tradition of my own formative years, I teach

technique using a comprehensive method that includes but is not limited to long-tones, scales,

arpeggios, thirds, and articulation. As a developing clarinetist, these exercises are critical building

blocks for success in all areas of the repertoire and are to be memorized and critiqued for long term

success. I believe that consistently practicing and fine-tuning fundamentals each day will produce a

clarinet player with a good quality tone, technical command, and clean articulation in all registers. As

clarinetists, both as performers and educators, we are often working on many pieces of repertoire at

once. The more efficiently that music can be learned correctly, the better the performance will be.

Preparation permits confidence and confidence is difficult to achieve without preparation.  

My students will study etudes and the traditional cornerstones of the repertoire, gaining an

understanding of the technical and musical demands of this music as well as a historical understanding

of each piece and why it is important to the history of the clarinet. My students will also perform

contemporary music by modern composers and be introduced to extended techniques that are essential

to being a performer in the 21st Century.  

Above all, I believe it is my responsibility as a performer and pedagogue to foster an environment where

all of my students feel inspired, motivated, and valued to create music and be themselves. Without the

freedom to experiment and grow, I believe that the student is unable to truly find their own voice. It is

my goal to provide all of my students with an arsenal of tools necessary to become the best musicians

they can be no matter their goals. 
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